1. Introduction and summary. This paper is concerned with applying the theory of martingales of jump processes to various problems arising in communication and control. It parallels the approaches which have been recently discovered in dealing with similar problems where the underlying stochastic process is Brownian motion. Indeed these approaches have recently been extended, starting with the work of Snyder [143, [16, [303 and Br6maud [6] , [283, to the case of the Poisson process and its transformations. The paper can then be regarded as a sweeping generalization to this recent work.
The paper can also be considered as an illustration of an abstract view and a set of instructions which must be followed to obtain certain concrete results in the areas of communication and control. It is hoped that this tutorial function will also be served.
Two results from the abstract theory of martingales form the basis of this abstract view. The first consists of the differentiation rule and the associated stochastic calculus for martingales and semi-martingales [1] , and its application to the so-called "exponentiation" formula [2] . The second result consists of the earlier Doob-Meyer decomposition theorem for supermartingales [3] . In order to follow the abstract view, one also needs a third set of results, the so-called "martingale representation" theorems for specific processes. These results form a bridge between the abstract theory and the concrete applications. The representation results used here have been obtained in [4] , hence the paper can also be viewed as a continuation of that work.
The paper is organized in the following manner. In the next section are presented many definitions, notations and results from [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] which will be used in the succeeding development. These preliminaries are certainly longer than can be considered proper, and are justified partly to serve the tutorial function, partly because there is no consensus of usage in the literature, and lastly because some of the published literature contains errors and inaccurate or misleading statements which can be exposed only within a carefully and completely developed context. Section 3 is concerned with showing the "global" existence ofjump processes over a finite .or infinite interval which satisfy certain local descriptions. Existence of such processes is obtained by transforming the laws of "known" processes by an absolutely continuous transformation. We also present a wide class of point processes which can be so transformed to yield solutions to prespecified local descriptions. Sufficient conditions are derived which guarantee when this technique is applicable. The question of uniqueness of the solutions is settled for a wide class of local descriptions.
Section 4 deals with a specific problem in communication theory, namely the calculation of the likelihood ratio of a process which may be governed by one or two absolutely continuous probability laws. The techniques for 3 and 4 are the same. Section 5 is concerned with estimating certain random variables or processes which are statistically related to an observed process. The emphasis here is on obtaining "recursive" filters. As special cases one obtains a "closed form" solution for some of the situations where the estimated process is Markovian. Applications to optimal control will be made in a future paper.
Throughout, there has been an attempt to link up the results with those which have already appeared in the literature in as precise a manner as limitations of space permit. Any omissions are due to oversight of the authors.
2. Preliminaries and formulations. This section describes most of the results from the literature which are necessary to the sequel. Section 2.1 is definitional in nature. Sections 2.2-2.7 are taken mainly from [1] , 2.8 is taken from [23, the remainder is from [4] .
2.1. Processes. Throughout 92 is a fixed space, the sample space. The time interval of interest is R/ [0, oe) unless specified otherwise. For each let be a a-field of subsets of f. It will always be assumed that the family , R+, is increasing, i.e., c for s _<_ and right-continuous, i.e., t f-l,>t " Let Vt be the smallest a-field containing all the . Let P be a probability measure on (92, -). Thus one has a family of probability spaces (92, , P). It will always be assumed that probability spaces are complete.
Let (Z, ) be a measurable space. Let x'f2 R/ --, Z be a function such that {colxt(co)e B} for all B ee, e R+. Then (xt,t,P) is a (stochastic)
process. Thus every process has attached to it a family (YL , P), R+, of probability spaces. The same function x defines a different process if either the family or the measure P is changed. When the context makes it clear we write (xt, ) or (x, P) or x, instead of (xe, ,, P). If (x, , P) is a process, then so is (xt, ,oz-x p) where is the sub-a-field of generated by x, s =< t, and P is the restriction to ' Vt . Two processes (x, , P) and (y, process (f QX)t # (#'t) such that for all g L2(Q), and fl in R, (Z,) , and consider the increasing processes P(B, t) and P(B, t). Let A(t) P(Z, t), AX(t) P(Z, t). The countable additivity of these functions with respect to B implies that there exist predictable processes n(B, t) and n(B, t) such that for all B ,
Evidently it can be assumed that n(Z, s) n(Z, s) 1. The system {n(B, t), A(t)}. or {n(dz, t), A(dt)} is analogous to a L6vy system for a Hunt process [5] . The system {n(dz, t), A(dt)} will be called an extrinsic local description of x, whereas {n(dz, t), A(dt)) is called the intrinsic local description of x, because of the following interpretation: the probability that x has a jump in It, + dt] given , o(dt) (respectively AX(dt)+ o(dt)) while n(B,t) (respectively ,)is A(dt)+ (respectively nX(B, t)) is the probability that x, e B given t (5,) Let (xt, x, P) be a fundamental process with values in (Z,) and with
R+.
Since we will be only dealing with the "intrinsic" a-field in this section, the superscript x will be omitted here. Hence x, p PX etc.
3.1. The transformation technique. Let P1 be another probability measure on (ii) Let (3.1)
A counting process is an integer-valued process which starts at 0 and has unit jumps.
Then for almost all co, Lt(co 0 for >-T(co).
Proof. ( Indeed some such loose interpretation has to be used in understanding the corresponding formulas of [6] , [23] .
(ii) The characterization (3.11) has been derived earlier [23] , [24] [24] , and by Davis [7] who proves in addition that then 4) Lo.
Br6maud [6] (1 + q) => 0 nx(dz, t) (1 + dp(z, t))n(dz, t).
and (1 +)eLo(P with respect to probability measure PI.
Proof. By 2.9 there exist continuous increasing processes Pa(B, t) l+oc(P) such that (3.18) Q,(B, t) P(B, t) P,(B, t) e oc(P1).
Hence to show (3.16) it is equivalent to prove that (3.19) P-(B, t) (1 + ok(z, s))P(dz, ds). (1 + dp(z,s))P(dz, ds).
It will be shown first that m e //oc(P Ltm m_ dL + L-(1 + dp)P(dz, ds) L_(1 + dp)P(dz, ds) Pl(B, ] Si) (1 / dp(z, s))P(dz, ds) for all t, which proves (3.19) and thereby (3.16) . The assertion contained in (3.17) follows 'loc(P1). [-] from the fact that P has increasing sample paths and is in + Remark 3.3. (i) It has been shown that b e LIon(P) in the probability space (fL if, P1) and not in (YL if, P).
(ii) The transformation of I.d. for the case where (x,, P) and (x t, P1) are both Hunt processes has been obtained in [5] (ii) For the case of Brownian motion the result corresponding to the above was first obtained by Girsanov [9] , and the technique was soon adopted in stochastic control problems [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] .
(iii) Br6maud [6] was the first to use this result, for the special case where (x,, , P) is a Poisson process, to obtain existence of several "self-exciting" counting processes (x, , Pa). Snyder [14] and Rubin [15] ;K (by (3.34), (3.33)).
It follows that for all n, P,{L] > M} 0 as M , i.e., {L"} is uniformly integrable.
For the next proposition express P(dz, ds) n(dz, s)P(Z, ds) (see 2.11). PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose that there exist > aM K, K' finite such that (3.35) fz (1 + (z, t))'n(dz, t) K + K'[P(Z, t) + P(Z, t)] a.s.
and suppose that for all 0 < M < , (3. and P'(A2, t) are independent processes. Next by Moyal [32] , there exists a jump process x, e R+, with values in (Z, e) defined on a family (, x PT) such that (i) , PT) is isomorphic to (f',ff^T, P}) and (ii) the counting processes W(A, t) corresponding to xt are "isomorphic" to the processes P'(A, t) constructed above. Furthermore, pX(A, t) =/(A [0, A T]). To finish the construction we merely note that if S < T, then the probability measure Ps on (fl, ffs) coincides with the restriction of PT (defined on ff) to ffs. By the Kolmogorov consistency theorem, there therefore exists a probability measure P on (fl, 5 ) such that However the process x may not be a fundamental process. To guarantee this we must be sure that the jump times are totally inaccessible. As mentioned in 2.9, this is equivalent to the requirement that PX(A, t) have continuous sample paths, and hence, from (3.39) (i) The x process has independent increments in the sense that the P(A, t) have independent increments. If xt were vector-valued this would indeed imply that xt has independent increments in the usual sense.
(ii) The most useful version of this result would be when is a product measure p(dz, ds) n(dz)A(ds), where n is a finite measure on (Z, ) and A(t) is a continuous increasing function on R+, in which case (n, A) would be a L6vy system.
Detection. The prototypical detection problem in communication theory
is the following. We observe a sample xt(co), 0 <= < o, of a stochastic process.
The process is known to be governed by one of two laws, P or Px. Based upon the observed sample one has to decide which of the two hypotheses, P or P1, is true.
The term "detection" arises from a particular instance of this hypothesis testing model, namely, when the process x has the representation dx white noise, under P, (4.1) dxt-white noise + st, under P1, where s is called the "signal". Thus deciding which hypothesis is true is, for the example, equivalent to "detecting" whether the signal is present (hypothesis P1) or absent (hypothesis P).
Very recently this problem has been considered for the case where x is a counting process under P1 and a Poisson process under P [6] , [7] , [15] , [16] , [17] . The case where x is a Markov chain under P has also been discussed [6] . We generalize these results by considering problems where x is a fundamental process.
A well-established procedure for judging which hypothesis is true consists in first calculating the "likelihood" ratio (dP/dP)(x(co)) and then in accepting P if dP/dP > and rejecting P otherwise. The selection of the "threshold" is discussed in 18]. The procedure is often called the "threshold detector".
Evidently for this procedure to be meaningful one must assume P1 << P.
Also to obtain results of practical value one must specify precisely how the "signal" affects the observation, as for instance in (4.1), where it is assumed to be additive. We proceed to the mathematical model. Let (, ), R +, be a family of spaces and P, Pa two probabilities on (fl, ).
The observed process is a family of measurable functions x "(, ) -(Z, ) such that (x t, , P) and (x t, , P) are both fundamental processes. The processes P, P, Q and px, QX are the extrinsic and intrinsic (i.e., relative to ) processes corresponding to (xt, P). Similarly P1, Pa, / etc. correspond to (x, Pa). The extrinsic and intrinsic 1.d.'s are (n, A), (nx, Ax) for (xt,P) and (ha ,A), (n, A) for (xt, P1)"
We now give the model corresponding to the "signal plus noise" model of (4.1). Interpretation. In communication theory terms we can say that the "jump rates" P(B, t) are "modulated" by the signal through the functions g, g.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let E(g(z, t)l) (z, t) and El(gl(z, t)l) l(Z, t). (3.11) , and by Theorem 3.2 the intrinsic Formula (4.6) has also been derived in [6] and [7] . Formula (4.5) for the case n and lz(ds) =-ds appears in [15] , although the derivation is not satisfactory, and various additional assumptions, some of which are not easily unverifiable, were made there.
(ii) In [6] we can also find (4.5) We apply formulas (4.5) and (4.6) to calculate the mutual information between two fundamental processes. Let x and x' be two such processes on (f, , P) with values in (Z, e) and (Z', e,) respectively. Let l(dz, ds) and IJ'(dz', ds) be -x_ and 7'-predictable processes and g(z,s) g'(z' s) be two -predictable processes with finite expectation such that n(dz, s)A(ds) g(z, s)It(dz, ds), n'(dz', s)A'(ds) g'(z', s)lz'(dz', ds).
Let Px, Px' denote the restrictions of P to x and x' respectively. Assume that _-x' the product a-algebra and let P,, P, (R) P, denote the product measure on x(R) '. It is trivial that P << P,. Assume further that Px, << P. The mutual information between x, x' is the quantity I(x,x')= E(lndd-P, ,'(dz', ds)l'(dz', ds). 
Remark 4.3. This result for the case where x, x' are both counting processes has appeared in [6] , and our proof is adapted from the one given there. [6] , [16] ) or on the x process (such as, e.g., (xt,-t,--x p) is obtained from a Poisson process by an absolutely continuous change of measure [6] , [20] ).
(iii) Theorem 5.1 has been inspired largely by the procedures of [21] , where the underlying process is Brownian motion. See also [24] for the Brownian motion case.
(iv) While Theorem 5.1 has some value in terms of clarifying the issues involved in obtaining the filtering equations it is of little practical importance since these equations do not lead to a realization by a dynamical system. This is so because the filtering equations contain the terms rh, k and f,'t which are not computable in terms of ,Pt and x t. In other words, the filtering equation is not recursive. This difficulty persists even when one imposes additional conditions such as Yt is Markov. In the remainder of this section we seek to determine conditions under which the filter is recursive.
We impose conditions on the dependence between the "signal" or "state" process Yt and the "observation" process x which are considerably stronger than those of Assumption 5. (i) Z is a Borel subset of R", e is the Borel field. (The most important practical cases are Z R" or Z is the space of all z e R" with integer components.) Y is a locally compact Hausdorff space, is the Borel field.
---x V ,x.
(ii) Under the measure P, (a) (xt,,P) is a fundamental process with independent increments;
i.e., xt x is independent of (under P), for s =< t, fr h(y')P(dy', s[yt, t).
Substituting these relations into (5.14) leads to g(y')U,(y')P(dy') g(y')(dy') + (z, y, s) frg(y')P(dy',tly,s)}U(y)Ps(dy .Q(dz, ds) frg(y')(dy')+ fr g(Y') (z, y, s)V(y)P(dy, sJy', (dz, ds) (dy').
Since g e is arbitrary, the process Ut(y evolves according to (5.19 ) U,(y) + (z, y', s)U(y')P(dy', sly, Q(dz, ds). This equation has been derived in [28] for the special case where (xt, , P) is a counting process, so that n 1, and with the additional condition that (ds) ds.
(ii) Equations (5.14) and (5.15) are not yet recursive since the functions b(z, y, t), b(y, t) are allowed to depend on the entire past x, =< s __< t. We will see later how under additional conditions these equations become truly recursive.
(iii) Notice that unlike the representation for .9 obtained in Theorem 5.1, those for n in (5.14) and U in (5.19) 
